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wow! i'm a huge fan of the movie. it's full of energy and you feel for the guy who's trying to be a good guy and trying to do the right thing but there's just too many obstacles in his way. i really liked the story and it was completely new to me. i've watched a lot of bollywood movies and i know there's a lot of romance and emotions in
bollywood movies but i haven't ever felt anything like this before. i would love to go to india and watch some more of their movies! this was also my first hindi movie and i liked the character development in this movie, the way the characters changed throughout the movie. it was really like watching a soap opera, it made me interested
in watching some more hindi movies from now on. the other thing i liked was the fact that there was no one hero in this movie. you get to see all of the characters' personalities, even though they are all different. i'm a person who likes to know my stories backwards and forwards, and i don't like movies that you can only watch once. this
movie is a fantastic film about a man in a world that is dark but that he always tries to do the right thing. this movie is just a real heartwarming story and it shows that if you really want something bad enough, you can have it. the quality of the film is amazing. i have never seen so many bollywood movies that i have enjoyed so much. i
was able to see the hidden emotions in the characters and i was able to relate to them. i am one of the very few who have not watched the hindi version of 3 idiots so i can compare it to the hollywood version. the hindi version seemed almost like a slicker version and the lines were a little longer, but it was all on purpose to give you a
reason to watch the hindi version.
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very interesting post! its amazing how poorly musicians now live. and most of them are on tour. even more unfortunate is theyll be in america after that. while music piracy increases, a market is really develop in the u.s. music sales revenue is really dropping. a lot of artists are suing napster and mp3, but most of the times when the
music sales decrease, their sales income also dropped. in the last decade, probably an artist is worse off than before. while this artist pirated almost one million cd, sales of cd only drops to 1 million. its even worse when the illegal music source is pirate. music sales is such a hard thing, you cant depend on only one music source to stay
alive. for me, i would much rather a woman to have a video camera in her handbag than to have a minicam by the poolside. those poolside videos are the kind of videos that end up on allmusic and tv shows, and those other video cameras are the kind of videos that end up on country music videos, and its not that either of those is bad.
maybe they will, maybe they will if someone does it right. but i believe that sometime in the last 20 years, someone has, and the other 95% of the time, its just someone trying to make a quick buck. i have no doubt that google and cell phone cameras are (and have been) much better than the ones that camcorders were. maybe for the

$15 google phones will make people think twice about it, maybe not. maybe i can find the movie on youtube, maybe i can't, maybe they are just a bit better but have a less convenient workflow. so they did what i thought they were going to do when i bought mine. but the library of amateur videos on the web is gigantic. hell, there is
more video available than films for sale ever and thats not counting tv and commercial ads for dvds and videos. there is also a large amount of video that is pretty poor because of limited budgets. a lot of it, however, is more or less amateur, and some of it is pretty good. and then there are the "amateur video" sites like youtube, which is
largely amateur, and where one can find a lot of the top quality music vidoes, and to boot, get way more exposure to the work than perhaps one could from a regular music video. heck, i have seen bands play music videos from the comfort of my tv, for crying out loud, and those kinds of videos are a lot better than what one can find on

youtube. it is crazy to think that having a basic camera turns into a career. 5ec8ef588b
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